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Abstract 

In this paper, carrier's generation-based graphene with applicability for 

wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) systems has been produced via illumination 

of graphene by 980 nm. This technique allowed for servicing of a greater number of 

channels in a WDM system, and the carriers were able to travel in an optical channel 

with a high data rate. Eight carriers, having a frequency spacing (FS) of 25 GHz and 

full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) of 500 MHz, were created. These generated 

carriers were separately modulated with eight optical quadrature phase shift keying 

(QPSK) signals and subsequently optically multiplexed and transmitted to an optical 

fiber channel. At the receiver side, the received signal was demultiplexed, and the 

performance of the system was analyzed by calculating the error vector magnitude 

and constellation diagram of the entire system. Opti System version 17.1 and Matlab 

software are used for demonstration of the WDM system and carrier generation.  

Keywords : WDM system, Graphene-based carrier, Frequency spacing (FS), 

Quadrature phase shift keying (QPSK), Error vector magnitude (EVM), Eye diagram 

I.    Introduction 

Over the past few years, broadband access providers have faced sustained 

demands for higher data rates due to a great variety of new bandwidth-hungry 

services and an accumulating number of end users [II-V]. Preliminary experimental 

attempts for designing and evaluating an advanced dense wavelength division 

multiplexing (WDM) system capable of simultaneously transmitting multiple RF 

signals carrying various broadband wireless services, including ISDB-T signals, 

cellular phone, wireless LAN, terrestrial digital broadcasting, and upcoming wireless 

services, [V–XI] since they are more resilient to channel dispersion when compared  

to conventional time-division multiplexing techniques [XIII, VII]. Moreover, WDM 

engenders many advantages, such as immunity to chromatic dispersion (CD) and 

polarization mode dispersion (PMD) in radio-over-fiber transmission systems [XIV–

XIX]. One possible solution to increase the number of wavelength division 

multiplexer (WDM) services is to generate more optical carriers in the transmitter 
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section namely comb source generation. Multicarrier optical sources with narrow 

channel spacing have emerged to meet demands from networks with dense 

wavelength-division-multiplexing (WDM) and super dense WDM. Many solutions 

have been proposed to achieve low-cost compact multicarrier optical sources that 

would provide all the channels required by optical communication standards. These 

schemes are based on supercontinuum (SC) generation [X], nonlinear spectral 

broadening of intensity modulated signals [III, IX]. Dense wavelength division 

multiplexing (DWDM) is the uncontested candidate for increasing the capacity 

throughput of optical networks. Optical multiplexers/demultiplexers based on arrayed 

waveguide gratings (AWGs) are the key components in such DWDM systems 

because of their low insertion loss, high stability, and low cost [XXI, XXII]. 

Generally, the generation of microwave signals from optical sources has long been a 

substantial area of interest due to its large potential for a variety of applications in 

communications [XXIII]. This is attributed to the optical sampling window, which is 

sized using electro-absorption modulators (EAMs) and is significantly shorter than its 

electrical counterpart [XXIII- XV]. Wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) is a 

technology of multiplex optical wave over one optical link; hence the capacity of 

transmission data rate can be boosted. In this paper, a simulation of optical WDM 

communication system has been designed for transmitting 400 Gbps along with 

maximum ranges of optical fiber using graphene as a multicarrier source. 

II.     Generating of Carriers-Based Graphene 

The description of carrier's generation, in terms of a pulse spectrum that 

evolves with time, can be transformed into a description of a pulse with a temporal 

envelope that evolves on a time scale much longer than the pulse width. In the time 

domain, the laser output consists of a continuous train of pulses, equally spaced by 

the cavity roundtrip time 𝑇𝑟.   This can be described by a convolution with a delta 

comb function as expressed in Equation 1 [XXIV]: 

𝐸(𝑡) = 𝐴(𝑡). exp(𝑖𝜔𝑐𝑡) ⊗ ∑ 𝛿(𝑡 − 𝑚𝑇𝑟)

∞

𝑚=−∞

                                            (1) 

The Fourier-transform of Equation 1 yields a Delta series of optical 

frequencies which are equally spaced by the pulse repetition rate 𝑓𝑟 = 1 𝑇𝑟⁄ . For this 

reason, the output of an illumination of graphene by 980 nm is referred to as an 

optical carrier as given in Equation 2  [XXIV]: 

�̃�(𝑓) = �̃�(𝑓) ∑ 𝛿(𝑓 − 𝑚𝑓𝑟 − 𝑓𝑜)

∞

𝑚=−∞

                                                              (2) 

The proposed graphene source for carrier's generation is schematically 

presented in Fig.1. Overall, the presented system it consists of a ring cavity mode-

locked Erbium-doped fiber laser (EDFL), which was designed based on the graphene-

SA. The EDFL used 980 nm laser diode (LD) to pump the gain medium via a 

980/1550 wavelength division multiplexer (WDM). The gain medium of the laser 
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was a 2 m long of Erbium-doped fiber (EDF) with Erbium ions absorption of 23 

dB/m at 980 nm. The EDF has a numerical aperture (NA), group velocity dispersion 

(GVD), and the core and cladding diameters of 0.16, 27.6 ps2/km, 4 µm, 125 µm, 

respectively. The unidirectionality of the light inside the optical resonator is ensured 

by using a polarization insensitive isolator (ISO) which is connected to the gain 

medium directly. This unidirectionality of the light is essential to decrease the 

probability of damage to the SA or LD that could be caused by the back reflection.  

 

Fig.1 Schematic diagram of the carrier's source-based graphene 

III.   WDM System-Based Graphene carriers 

The transmitter subsystem consists of a carrier source, optical de-multiplexer 

(De-Mux), optical QPSK modulators and an optical multiplexer (Mux), as displayed 

in Fig.2. The carrier source part utilized in Section II. The generated carriers by a 

carrier source are split by the optical demultiplexer and simultaneously applied to 

external optical modulators (i.e., QPsk). The WDM communication system was 

designed by Opti System v17.1, which is shown in Fig. 2 and with its parameters of 

Table (1). This design has eight transmit and receive channels, with each carrying 25 

Gbps of data rate placed on the RF signal by a QPSK modulator; the QPSK output 

optical modulation signal has a change in phase of a carrier wave and constant 

amplitude. This modulator consists of M-ray so it also called QPSK. The modulation 

optical signal could transmit through optical channel by employing optical wave 

when optically modulated by QPSK.  
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Table 1: Parameters for the simulated WDM system 

Parameter Value 

Modulation format QPsk 

Transmission power 10 dBm 

Number of channels 8 

Frequency spacing 25 GHz 

RF signal frequency 25 GHz 

Gain of optical amplifier 20 dBm 

 

This design consists of eight QPSK to send eight optical modulation signals; these 

signals combined together to produce an optical signal transporting over the optical 

medium. Hence, carriers have been employed by WDM system to transport 400 Gbps 

of information over single mode optical fiber; WDM communication for 

enhancement of the system performance by transporting more than one signal at the 

same time, due to optical channel ability of high immunity RF signals interference. 

However, the wavelength division de-multiplexing (De-WDM) separated and 

distributed the wavelengths at receiver, and the receiver section consists PD 

photodiodes, OBPF to extract the transmitted RF, and QPsk demodulator (demod.) 

for extracting input data. The transmission link utilizes 𝑁𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑛 identical spans. Each 

fiber span consists of a standard single-mode fiber (SMF), a dispersion compensating 

fiber (DCF), and an optical amplifier (OA). A full periodic dispersion map is adapted 

to compensate for the dispersion by employing a DCF after the SMF (i.e., post-

compensation). For compensating the fibers losses, OAs are employed. The WDM 

receiver comprises an optical band-pass filter (OBPF), and optical PSK 

demodulators. Optical de-multiplexers are directly employed to split and filter the 

subcarriers. After that, the resulting signals were sampled by MZMs. Afterward, the 

output from each MZM is filtered by the optical band-pass filter and then detected by 

using optical PSK demodulator. 
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Fig. 2 Schematic diagram of WDM System-Based Graphene Source 

IV.   Simulation Results and Discussion 

The proposed optical WDM system is simulated using OptiSystem 

commercial software, the numerical simulation results of investigation performance 

of the WDM system are demonstrated. Moreover, the constellations and eye diagrams 

for QPSK format were examined with the varying fiber length of the system. The 

WDM system performance was investigated using QPSK modulation format for eight 

carriers. At the transmitter side, the optical carrier source provided eight carriers with 

the frequency spacing of 25 GHz. After splitting the carriers using optical 

demultiplexer. These carriers were modulated independently using optical QPSK 

modulators, as.  Each separated carrier was modulated at a symbol rate equal to 

25 Gsymbol/s, that corresponds to the frequency spacing of the carriers. In this 

point, the total data rate is equal to 2 × 8 × 25 Gsymbol/s = 400 Gbit/s. The 

modulation symbols for each separated carrier was generated by two independent 

pseudo-random binary sequence (PRBS) signals, each has a length of  (211 − 1)  bits 

using a QPSK . Each separated carrier is split by a 3dB coupler and launched into two 

parallel arms. The in-phase component of the intricate envelope modulates the 

separated carriers within the upper arm, whereas the quadrature-phase component 

modulates the 90°  shifted separated carrier in the lower arm, and they are combined 

by another 3dB coupler. Next, all modulated carriers (i.e., QPSK signals) are 

recombined by the optical multiplexer, yielding an aggregated WDM output signals, 

as depicted in Fig. 3. 
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Fig.3 Optical spectra of obtained WDM signals a) at the transmitter side (b) at the 

output of 1500 km optical fiber. 

For performance measurement of the WDM system, constellation diagrams 

and the corresponding eye diagrams are illustrated in Figs. 4 and 5, 

respectively.  The constellation diagram describes the signal that digitally 

modulated, presenting it as a two-dimensional dispersion diagram. Figs. 4 and 

5 display the constellation diagrams and the corresponding eye diagrams of 

the QPSK WDM signal at transmission distances of 55 km, 110 km (2 spans), 

220 km (4 spans), and 440 km (8 spans). These diagrams were obtained for 

193.1 THz channel at the output of the QPSK receiver. Furthermore, these 

simulation results are obtained at each transmission distance. Where the ideal 

constellation is plotted by a blue sphere. Fig. 4, it is shown that the WDM 

employed eight carriers produces clearer constellation diagrams. In addition  as 

the transmission distance increases the constellation is  squeezed for both comb 

lines numbers. 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 
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(c) 

 

(d) 

Fig.4 Received constellation diagrams after transmission over (a) 55 km, (b) 110 km, 

(c) 220 km, and (d) 440 km. 

It is clear from Fig. 5 that, the eye diagrams for WDM employed eight carriers. 

Moreover, the eye openings slowly close with increasing the transmission distance. 

From Fig. 5, this degradation of signal due to increasing the noise and the fiber 

nonlinearities. The difference in timing and amplitude from bit to bit cause the eye-

opening to shrink. For Fig. 5, there is an open eye for each case that shows a possible 

successful reception. 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 
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(c) 

 

(d) 

Fig. 5 Eye diagrams after transmission over (a) 55 km, (b) 110 km, (c) 220 km, and 

(d) 440 km 

V.    Conclusion   

The basic aim of this paper is to design and investigate the performance of optical 

WDM system using graphene as a carrier source, each generated carrier has been 

modulated by an optical quadrature PSK format with a symbol rate of 25 Gsymbol/s. 

Moreover, the production technique provided for greater number of channels for 

servicing in an optical WDM system have been quantitatively explored. The total 

capacity of the system increases as the number of carriers increases. However, system 

performance is degraded. Data rates of 400 Gbit/s can be achieved at the threshold bit 

error rate of BER = 1 × 10−3 over a transmission distance of 3000 km using eight 

carriers. 
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